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TejashCAM is a lightweight application built specifically for helping users capture images from their webcam. Since this is a
portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any
USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you to need to grab images from your webcam on the breeze.
TejashCAM sports a clean and straightforward layout that offers only a few configuration settings to tinker with. The program
gives you the possibility to start or stop the webcam directly from the primary panel, enable the image preview mode, as well as
select the saving directory and open it from the main window. When it comes to configuration settings, you are allowed to
choose the video device, and adjust the levels of brightness, contrast, saturation, hue, sharpness, white balance, and gamma.
Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to select the zooming level, alter the exposure
value, or make the program automatically adjust the aforementioned parameters. Since there aren’t many configuration settings,
even rookies can set up the process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that the tool accomplishes a task
very quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It doesn’t put a lot of stress on system resources, so the
overall performance of the computer is not affected. To sum things up, TejashCAM offers an intuitive layout and a handy set of
parameters for helping you grab images from your webcam, and is suitable for beginners and professionals alike. Software
Downloads Download Apps/Games for PC/Laptop/Windows 7,8,10.Software available in various categories like Office,
Games, Video Editors, Photo Editors, Graphics, Design, Utilities etc. You can download apps, games, softwares and updates to
all types of Windows OS'... Free Bitdefender Internet Security Download 2018 is a powerful full-featured anti-virus for
Windows. It scans files, incoming and outgoing email, USB drives, and removable drives such as media players and flash drives.
It features real-time hea... Pavtube Video Converter for Mac is the first video converter that can convert 4K videos and
download 1080p videos. It can also convert HD videos to SD and SD to HD. It can also directly convert a 4K video to a SD
video from YouTube and v... Skype for Android is the free Skype app for
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TejashCAM
Easy to use webcam photo and video capture application. Allows you to view and/or capture pictures and videos from your
webcam. Supported video devices: 1. USB webcams. 2. PC webcams. 3. Analogue webcam. 4. "Generic" device. This program
isn't full-featured. See the full list of features on the TejashCAM website. TejashCAM is a lightweight application built
specifically for helping users capture images from their webcam. Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that
it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with
you whenever you to need to grab images from your webcam on the breeze. TejashCAM sports a clean and straightforward
layout that offers only a few configuration settings to tinker with. The program gives you the possibility to start or stop the
webcam directly from the primary panel, enable the image preview mode, as well as select the saving directory and open it from
the main window. When it comes to configuration settings, you are allowed to choose the video device, and adjust the levels of
brightness, contrast, saturation, hue, sharpness, white balance, and gamma. Other important features worth mentioning are
represented by the possibility to select the zooming level, alter the exposure value, or make the program automatically adjust the
aforementioned parameters. Since there aren’t many configuration settings, even rookies can set up the process with minimum
effort. During our testing we have noticed that the tool accomplishes a task very quickly, and no errors showed up throughout
the entire process. It doesn’t put a lot of stress on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not affected.
To sum things up, TejashCAM offers an intuitive layout and a handy set of parameters for helping you grab images from your
webcam, and is suitable for beginners and professionals alike. TejashCAM Description: Easy to use webcam photo and video
capture application. Allows you to view and/or capture pictures and videos from your webcam. Supported video devices: 1. USB
webcams. 2. PC webcams. 3. Analogue webcam. 4. "Generic" device. This program isn't full-featured. See the full list of
features on the TejashCAM

What's New In?
* Simple and easy to use * Supports almost all webcams * Supports many drivers * Support to change resolution * Support to
change color * Support to change gamma Description: * Full Screen * Very easy to use * No need to change registry * This is a
light and handy program * No other programs can run in background * You can change the resolution, brightness, contrast and
other functions description TejashCAM is a lightweight application built specifically for helping users capture images from
their webcam. Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you to need to grab images
from your webcam on the breeze. TejashCAM sports a clean and straightforward layout that offers only a few configuration
settings to tinker with. The program gives you the possibility to start or stop the webcam directly from the primary panel, enable
the image preview mode, as well as select the saving directory and open it from the main window. When it comes to
configuration settings, you are allowed to choose the video device, and adjust the levels of brightness, contrast, saturation, hue,
sharpness, white balance, and gamma. Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to select the
zooming level, alter the exposure value, or make the program automatically adjust the aforementioned parameters. Since there
aren’t many configuration settings, even rookies can set up the process with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed
that the tool accomplishes a task very quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It doesn’t put a lot of
stress on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not affected. To sum things up, TejashCAM offers an
intuitive layout and a handy set of parameters for helping you grab images from your webcam, and is suitable for beginners and
professionals alike. Description: * Full Screen * Very easy to use * No need to change registry * This is a light and handy
program * No other programs can run in background * You can change the resolution, brightness, contrast and other functions
Description: * Full Screen * Very easy to use * No need to change registry * This is a light and handy program * No other
programs can run in background * You can change the resolution, brightness, contrast and other functions Description: * Full
Screen * Very easy to use * No need to change registry * This is a light and handy program * No other programs can run in
background * You can change the resolution, brightness, contrast and other functions Description: * Full Screen
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System Requirements:
• Windows 10 or newer, Intel i5, 1.8 GHz or faster, 4 GB RAM • DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with a shader model of
3.0 or higher. Recommended Specs: • Windows 10 or newer, Intel i5, 2.6 GHz or faster, 8 GB RAM • DirectX 11 compatible
graphics card with a shader model of 3.0 or higher • 100 MB of free space on the drive where you install the game • 1 GB of
free space on the hard
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